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Joyoshare introduces Media Cutter 1.0 - Smart New Video Splitting Tool
Published on 05/23/17
Multimedia software developer and provider, Joyoshare Software today introduces Media
Cutter 1.0, the company's new smart video splitting tool for Mac and Windows.
Multi-functional yet easy-to-use, Media Cutter allows anyone to cut, edit and convert
videos as well as audio in seconds with 100% lossless quality. Joyoshare Media Cutter is
well designed, requires no technical skills, and aimed to help people control and enjoy
their digital entertainment lives better and easier.
Hong Kong - Joyoshare Software, a multimedia software developer and provider, today is
proud to announce the release of Media Cutter 1.0, the company's new smart video splitting
tool for Mac and Windows. Multi-functional yet easy-to-use, Media Cutter allows anyone to
cut, edit and convert videos as well as audio in seconds with 100% lossless quality.
Joyoshare Media Cutter is well designed, requires no technical skills, and aimed to help
people control and enjoy their digital entertainment lives better and easier.
An all-in-one video trimmer, Media Cutter was specifically developed for cutting and
trimming large videos and audio from any popular format to smaller footage without any
quality loss. It also allows you convert video footage to any other format, such as M4V,
MP4, AVI, MPG, MPEG, MP3, AAC, AC3, WAV, etc. as well as transfer split videos and audio
to multiple ready-presets of popular devices, including Apple iPhone, iPad, Apple TV,
Samsung Galaxy S and other Android devices and game consoles.
"There are huge demands of cutting and editing videos in our daily life. But most of the
video cutting solutions in the market only make things more complicated as they provide
customers with redundant buttons and functions." said Daniel, Joyoshare product manager.
"That's why Joyoshare Media Cutter comes out. Sold at $29.95 only, it's specially
developed to help people cut and convert almost all types of videos and audios to popular
formats and mobile devices with extremely intuitive interface and neat buttons that
everyone can handle it straightforward."
By adopting an innovative acceleration processor, Joyoshare Media Cutter works at 60X
super faster speed. It's not only a smart MP4, AVI, MKV, WMV video cutter, but also a
powerful video joiner that can merge existing video and audio clips that are being cut
from the same source video or audio to a new video in other formats according to your
needs. Joyoshare Media Cutter aims to be the most cost-effective video cutting tool
offering professional-level features at a much lower price.
Pricing and Availability:
Media Cutter 1.0 is $29.95 (USD). There is a free trial that provides 5 opportunities for
any user to cut and convert videos and audios for free. The newly released version is
fully compatible with the latest macOS 10.12 or lower and all popular Windows OS.
Joyoshare:
http://www.joyoshare.com
Media Cutter for Mac 1.0:
http://www.joyoshare.com/video-converter-mac/
Buy Media Cutter for Mac:
http://www.joyoshare.com/purchase/buy-video-cutter-for-mac.html
Media Cutter for Windows 1.0:
http://www.joyoshare.com/video-cutter-win/
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Buy Media Cutter for Windows:
http://www.joyoshare.com/purchase/buy-video-cutter-for-win.html
Screenshot:
http://www.joyoshare.com/images/screenshots/cut-video-mac.jpg

Joyoshare is a multimedia software developer and provider specialized in video field for
years. With advanced technologies and professional R&D team, Joyoshare is dedicated in
developing the best video and audio solutions, including video converter, audio converter,
DVD ripper, video editor, media cutter, etc. to customers all around the world. With
professional and high quality service, Joyoshare has won high reputation from millions of
registered users from the past years.
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